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Optimizing Channel Throughput using Target Packet Error Rates
Jose Puthenkulam, Muthaiah Venkatachalam,

Intel Corporation,

1 Introduction
In the IEEE 802.16 standard today Service Flows are used to manage logical transport of packets of the Air
interface. Different service flows will inherently be able to tolerate different PERs . For example, Voice packets
cannot tolerate more than 1% PER for reasonable quality. Data packets however can operate on a 10%-40%
PER with ARQ or HARQ schemes overall improving the reliability of the transport and bringing down the
“residual PER” seen by the applications down to as low as 1%. The advantage of operating at a higher target
PER and then later fixing the errors via ARQ/HARQ is that the overall capacity and spectral efficiency of the
system improves upto a certain PER target (since higher operational PERs, means more aggressive MCS
selections). Figures 1a) and 1b) show simulation results, whereby we can see that for a CID running TCP on BE
QoS and ARQ, up until over 15%, there is no loss in throughput, while the overall system capacity increases.
Beyond this knee point, the throughput and the capacity drop. This essentially tell us that we can operate this
TCP CID at 20% PER with minimal loss in TCP throughput, while increasing the system capacity by 60%.

Figure 1a) Individual TCP throughput vs Target PER

Figure 1b): Aggregate System Capacity vs Target PER

As 802.16 standard service flows have a target for their maximum traffic rate (bit rate) and also have service
classes like Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS) ( or known as constant bit rate service), Real Time Packet Service
(RTPS) or Non-Real Time Packet Service (NRTPS)or Extended RTPS (ERTPS) that could support voice
activity detection or Best Effort Service (BES) for managing prioritization of traffic, it is possible to use a
combination of priority queues and schemes like HARQ for improving the performance of the transport over the
air interface. For this to be even more effective, this contribution proposes a management message enhancement
using a target PER associated with every service flow as an added parameter provided by the application layer
to ensure that ARQ or HARQ operation is better fine tuned give the desired traffic management results.
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The current issues with 802.16:

There are currently 2 issues that need to be addressed in 802.16.

Issue A) 802.16 presently creates service flows without an assigned PER target. Hence the implicit assumption
is that all the connections operate at the same PER target. This will lead to suboptimal system performance as
we cannot realize the gains as described in Figure-1 in a mixed application scenario. Further more, operating all
the service flows indiscriminately at a higher PER will lead to detrimental QoS for those flows that cannot
employ ARQ or HARQ due to latency constraints – eg VoIP or real time streaming/broadcast

Issue B) Also, since PER is not specified as part of the service flow initiation, PER is also not considered as part
of the UL grant allocation to the MS currently in 802.16. Consider a scenario, where a MS has 2 CIDs each with
a different PER target. Given that all grants happen on the basic CID of the MS, the MS will not be able to
differentiate between the grants for these two CIDs and thereby may end up transmitting data for a low PER
CID on a grant with a high associated PER – thereby leading to unpredictable QoS and PER realizations.

Proposed solutions:

Issue A:
The solution is to add a PER target parameter to the Service flow creation/modification MAC layer
constructs/messages. This will allow the MAC scheduler on the UL/DL to appropriately recognize what type of
link adaptation scheme like ARQ or HARQ is best used for improving reliability.

The following Type Length Value (TLV) parameter called Target PER TLV is used with Dynamic Service Flow
Add Request (DSA-REQ) and Response (DSA-RSP) messages. It is also used in the Dynamic Service Flow
Change Request (DSC-REQ) and Response (DSC-RSP) messages when target PERs could be changed during
lifetime of a service flow.

Target PER TLV
Type Length Value Scope
PER-TLV 1 1-99 (indicating %) DSA-REQ/RSP, DSC-

REQ/RSP
Compatibility in use:

The expectation is that when the 802.16g compliant SS or BS use DSA-REQ/RSP or DSC-REQ/RSP messages
services this additional Target PER TLV may be included for communicating target PER between the SS and
BS. If a 802.16g non-compliant SS or BS uses these messages this optional Target PER TLV may not be
included but operation will continue as normal but will not benefit from this enhancement.
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Issue B:

Solution 1:

In open loop power control, a certain data rate is transmitted with a fixed power offset to the nominal transmit
power as given in table 262a. This is assuming target BER of 1e-6. A simple solution to allow different target
PER is to define additional tables of normalized CNR for each modulation/FEC rate at different target BER.
When the MS decides to transmit at a different target PER, it can choose the corresponding normalized CNR
accordingly.

Solution 2:

Another solution for this issue is to include a PER target as part of the ULMAP IE. The PER target will signal
to the MS as to what PER is being used for the current UL grant.
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Based on this PER target, the MS can schedule appropriate service flow(s) on the UL and not violate any
particular service flow’s PER target.

The new ULMAP IE is shown below for OFDMAPHY as an example.

CIDCID 16 bits16 bits
UIUCUIUC 44
PERPER 88
If UIUC == 12{If UIUC == 12{
OFDMA symbol offsetOFDMA symbol offset 88
Sub channel offsetSub channel offset 77
# OFDMA symbols# OFDMA symbols 77
# subchannels# subchannels 77
Ranging OffsetRanging Offset 22
Reserved.Reserved. 11

} else if UIUC == 14 {} else if UIUC == 14 {
CDMA-alloc-IE()CDMA-alloc-IE() 3232

} else if UIUC ==15 {} else if UIUC ==15 {
Extended UIUC dependent IEExtended UIUC dependent IE VariableVariable

} else {} else {
DurationDuration 1010
Rep coding indicationRep coding indication 22

}}
Padding nibble, if neededPadding nibble, if needed 44

Figure 3: Newly proposed ULMAP IE for OFDMAwith the inclusion of PER.

2 Proposed Text Changes

[Insert the following text into sections identified]
Issue A:

Section 11.13: Table 383 – add the following as part of the service flow encodings.
Type Parameter
47 PER

New Section 11.13.47 with the following text and table:
This TLV indicates the target PER for the service flow in percentage from 1 to 99.

Type Length Value Scope
[145/146].47 1 1-99 (indicating %) DSA-REQ/RSP, DSC-

REQ/RSP

Issue B:

Solution 1:

Add additional columns of nominal SNRs for different target BERs.

Solution 2:

Section 8.3.6.3; Update table 245 to include PER as shown in figure 3.
Add the description for PER in the section as:

PER: the target packet error rate for this UL grant.
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Section 8.4.5.4: Update table 287 to include PER as shown in figure 3.
Add the description for PER in the section as:

PER: the target packet error rate for this UL grant.
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